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does the following: Create a class named AppEngine Implement an interface named IEngine Implement another interface named IWorker Do some experiments using multiple threads to create a simple server. I first wrote a project using VS 2012 that had the classes and interfaces as expected. Then
I tried to update it to VS 2015 using the "Update 3" option of the VS 2015 installer. I was very careful to select "Windows only" option. So far so good, but then when I tried to run the application, it throws the following compilation error on the lines that mention "AppEngine.WebServer.Worker": The
type or namespace name 'Worker' does not exist in the namespace 'AppEngine.WebServer' I guess that the problem is that the AppEngine.WebServer is not recognized as a namespace. So I went to the C:\Users\\Documents\Visual Studio 2015\Projects\AppEngine.WebServer folder and changed the
"AppEngine.WebServer.csproj" file so that it uses version 2015 as the VB version instead of 2012. But then I get the following compilation error on the lines that use Worker: The type 'Worker' is defined in an assembly that is not referenced. You must add a reference to assembly 'System.Runtime,

Version=4.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a'. I'm lost and don't know what to do now. How do I correctly import and call a namespace? A: When you try to import a new namespace your first steps are: right click on project. (i.e
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